MINOR IN HISPANIC STUDIES

Prerequisite

_____ Spanish 9/20 (depending on placement)  
____________________________________  Term: _________  
____________________________________  Term: _________

In consultation with the Major/Minor Advisor choose five additional courses:

_____ Spanish 20    REQUIRED  Term: _________

At least one, but not more than two of Span. 30 - 36:

_____ Spanish 30  Term: _________  
_____ Spanish 31  Term: _________  
_____ Spanish 32  Term: _________

Foreign Study Programs (Prerequisite: 30, 31 or 32)

_____ One of Spanish 33 - Argentina  Term: _________  
_____ One of Spanish 35 - Argentina  Term: _________  
_____ One of Spanish 34 - Spain  Term: _________  
_____ One of Spanish 36 - Spain  Term: _________

Choose remaining courses from Spanish 40 – 75, and Spanish 83 – Independent Study

____________________________________  Term: _________  
____________________________________  Term: _________  
____________________________________  Term: _________

Encouraged: (counts toward the required number of courses to complete the minor)

_____ Spanish 80 Senior Seminar - Culminating Experience  Term: _________

Compiled by the Dean of the College Office in conjunction with the Department of Spanish & Portuguese (11/05)  
Be sure to confirm all information with the ORC